
Fourth Sunday Forum – April 26, 2015 

Site selection 

 

Bruce W. – The NBC will show leadership and make a recommendation. Choosing a site is the next 

critical decision we have to make to keep things moving. As we looked at our core values and 

came up with a vision statement over the last 8 months, our presence/ministry/identity pointed 

to downtown. We don’t want to abandon who/where we are. 

 Arguments to move from downtown: safety, steps, neighborhood, design freedom, parking. But 

all of these existed before, and they aren’t compelling enough to warrant changing who we are. 

We’ve had 8 months to think about this; talking more likely won’t change the situation or 

anyone’s mind. It is likely that the NBC will at its next meeting recommend moving ahead with 

initial planning for 603 Washington. 

Sandy J. – The walk from the parking lot at Johnnie Wilson is farther than the walk from the library lot to 

603.  

Nikki D. – What is important for her faith: serving the poor, working for justice, being part of the 

community. Reaching out is what keeps us healthy in time of crisis – we shouldn’t turn inward. 

Carey W. – Input from a pastor friend in Boston: young families might prefer a more suburban location, 

but Jesus would be where help is needed. 

Diane E. – Spent some time at another church: they had lots of space and parking and a beautiful 

building, but not people. 

Ann B. – Worried about twenty years from now – will there be anyone left? We need families and youth, 

wherever we are. 

Jane C. – Our time in a bad spot should be over; maybe this is God telling us it’s time to move. Not 

confident that we could draw young people to 603. 

Sharon K. – Spend less on the building and allocate some toward outreach, wherever we are. But people 

are less likely to come to 603. 

MaryRuth H. – Traditional worship is not attractive to young people. Site doesn’t affect this. 

Michelle M. – No one called her when she missed a few weeks; feels that negative talk about the 

building is drawing attention away from people issues. 

Nick D. – What has been the impact on the neighborhood since we’ve been gone? Can we do ministry 

remotely? 

Joyce B. – We could reach out to youth/families at 603. 

Yolanda A. – There are youth here already, and multi-generational families. 

Faye F. – Recollections of people who welcomed here when she was younger. We can trust that God will 

help our outreach. 

Joy B. – God can do miracles. We need to listen to God. She will support any decision. 

Dave L. – Glad that architectural study will be done – parking is very inadequate at 603.  

Skip S. – Will go to church anywhere. Question about property contiguous to 603. 

Jim VH. – These questions were dealt with for the original building. 603 is fine. 

Lori G. – NBC hasn’t been working with pre-conceived notions, but in prayer. 


